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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

O M BRACK, JR. is Associate Professor of English at The Uni
versity of Iowa. H e is co-author of a recently-published volume 
entitled Samuel Johnsons Early Biographers.

ROCHELLE HOLT earned an M.F.A. degree from The Univer
sity of Iowa and presently serves on the board of directors of the 
Sioux City Art Center. Two volumes of her poems, To Make a 
Bear Dance (1970) and The Human Omelette (1971), have been 
issued in hand-set limited editions from her private Ragnarok 
Press.

KARL KAHLER is the cataloger of the Chinese and Japanese 
collections at The University of Iowa Libraries. He taught Japa
nese during the summer of 1971 at Middlebury College, Middle
bury, Vermont.

ROBERT A. McCOWN is Manuscripts Librarian at The Uni
versity of Iowa Libraries. He has published articles in the Journal 
of Library History and the Great Plains Journal, and at present he 
gives some of his evening hours to the teaching of adult education 
courses on the history of Iowa.

CURT A. ZIMANSKY is Professor of English at The University 
of Iowa and editor of Philological Quarterly.
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Speaker at the eighth annual spring dinner of the Friends on April 28, 1972, will 
be Lawrance Thompson, who won a Pulitzer prize in 1971 for the second volume 
of his official biography of Robert Frost. A professor of English and American 
literature at Princeton University, where he was sometime curator of rare books 
and manuscripts, Professor Thompson is also the author of books on Longfellow, 
Melville and Faulkner.
Life membership in the Friends is awarded to patrons whose gifts of rare books 
or financial contributions are $1,000, and to sustaining members whose annual 
contribution of $100 may become equivalent to this. Other annual memberships 
are solicited as follows: contributing memberships $25.00, regular memberships 
$5.00, student memberships $2.00. Institutions are accepted as regular members.
The decoration on the back cover was drawn by Laurence Housman. It is an 
enlargement of the initial letter from the title page of The Were-Wolf by Clemence 
Housman (1896) and is used with permission of The Bodley Head, Ltd.
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